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For your beautiful home
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Indoors like outdoors, outdoors like indoors.

“EVERYTHING
WE VALUE
DESERVES
OUR PROTECTION!”
Protecting what we value. Indoors like
outdoors, outdoors like indoors. Your
own home just as much as your workplace or home office. This is what our
KADECO brand stands for. We can now
look back over 30 years of successful
corporate history, during which we have
grown steadily from our roots in the
interior design industry. We will continue
to be passionate about sophisticated
technology and attractive design in
the future too.

With a tradition of innovation and based
on decades of experience, we are
constantly developing – and optimising
sophisticated products right down to
the last detail. As a consequence, we
already expanded our range to include
erwilo awnings in 2006 and have incorporated them into the KADECO brand
in 2021. Today, we are reliable partners,
combining a comprehensive, full range
of indoor and outdoor privacy, sun and
glare protection systems. And the most
valuable recognition is and will remain
the trust of our customers throughout
the world.

Ulf Kattelmann ∙ Managing Partner
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Classic pleated blinds

PRIVACY SHIELDS
AND SUN
PROTECTION
AS INDIVIDUAL
AS YOU
Show off your attitude to life - and design an inspiring atmosphere with classic
pleated blinds by KADECO. Sophisticated operating and installation options ensure
optimal privacy and sun protection for any shape of window. For these free-hanging
and tensioned pleated blinds, you can choose clamp mounts on the casement or
adhesive strips in the glazing rebate, for example, which can easily be attached and
removed without a trace. This way there is no need for drills and screws and you
avoid unsightly holes in the window frames.
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LIVE YOUR
STYLE

Have you fulfilled your architectural dream –
and want something more than the standard
solution for your windows too? Thanks to
bespoke special shapes from KADECO you
can ensure high-quality privacy shielding and
sun protection even in unusual situations.

Trapezoid? Hexagon? Ceiling system?
Thanks to versatile options, you can operate
our perfectly finished pleated blinds even
in places that are difficult to reach. The huge
choice of over 300 different fabrics and
colours allows you total design freedom.

14
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Honeycomb pleated blinds

THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL
WAY TO SAVE
ENERGY
Bees are gifted master builders. They create their honeycombs
with fascinating precision - providing the perfect model for our
honeycomb pleated blinds. Thanks to two connected layers of
fabric, the punched holes and cords are elegantly concealed.
Moreover, due to the internal, insulating air pockets and high
reflection, you save energy in the most beautiful way.

Generally:
Sound absorbing

16

In winter:
Thermally insulating

In summer:
Heat reflective
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Warmer in winter, cooler in
summer: with our honeycomb
pleated blinds you are opting
for genuine energy savings and
perfect privacy and sun protection. Honeycombed air pockets
insulate your room against the
heat or cold and provide acoustic
peace and quiet by absorbing
sound. Both the tensioned and
free-hanging versions of these
unique pieces of fabric design
can be installed without screws
inside the glazing rebate or on
the casement - leaving no trace
behind when you move out of
the property.

YOUR INDIVIDUAL STYLE
AT THE WINDOW
18
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MOTION

SMART WELLBEING ZONES
Do you love your freedom? Regardless of whether you are sitting on the
sofa, on the go or on holiday? Make your home even smarter with the
MOTION motor drive programme - and control your sun protection simply
with a remote control or app. Make yourself as comfortable as possible –
and transform your home into a true oasis of wellbeing with the tip of
your finger.

YOUR CONVENIENT SOLUTION
How smart do you like it? Thanks to MOTION, you have the choice
between a wide range of convenient operating options which all fit
perfectly into your personal smart home experience. You can move
your system into the required position conveniently from your sofa
or desk by remote control or voice control using Alexa, Apple Siri
or Google Assistant. If you like to be out and about a lot, you can
also bidirectionally control and program your privacy
and sun protection with the help of the MOTION app
- whenever and wherever you are in the world. And if
you don’t happen to have the remote control or app
to hand, that’s no problem either: you can easily
operate your motor manually by simply pulling the
chain. Moreover, MOTION is compatible with the
Mediola smart home system and soon also with
Apple HomeKit.

20
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Classic roller blinds

RELAXING
TIMES
Trust in classic roller blinds and the sophisticated technology of
compositions with creative fabric designs for optimal glare protection and privacy. Relax and opt for innovation and hand-crafted
perfection: discover bespoke millimetre-accurate solutions ranging
from large panoramic windows to sloped rooflights. Choose from
more than 350 high-quality fabrics and designs to add another
special touch to your design individuality.

22
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TRUST
IN THE
CLASSICS

May we present? The classic
roller blind. This is where
sophisticated technology and
high-quality fabrics combine
aesthetics and functionality to
make a design classic. You can
also enhance the ends of your
roller blind attractively with
magnetic metal covers in six
different colours. A stylishly
confident appearance. Because
classic roller blinds with versatile
installation options, a maximum
width of 3500 mm and maximum
height of 3400 mm are so impressive, they suit any window
or living situation.

24
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Vario roller blinds

FOR SPECIAL
LIGHT EFFECTS

Thanks to sturdy installation clips, the roller blinds can easily be positioned where
you need them on the wall or ceiling using a carrier profile or protective cassette.
This makes them suitable for either wall or ceiling installation. A shaft with smoothrunning chain pull allows you to position the height of the drape wherever you want
it for optimum control of the light entering the room.

Your evening after work can be so lovely and varied: Vario roller blinds create
impressive effects by playing with the light and graphic patterns. You have a
choice of almost 100 fabrics in various colours, designs and textiles.

Two lengths of fabric, which
are placed one in front of the
other and feature alternating
transparent and opaque sections,
provide decorative and effective
protection against glaring rays
of sunlight.

26
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Panel tracks

USE YOUR
FREEDOM
TO CREATE
Minimalism in its most beautiful form: clean lines and pure forms bring the
elegant materials and colours of the ClassicLine, SlimLine and FreeLine versions
to the fore. The subtleties of the sophisticated panel tracks lie in the operating
options: you have a choice here; both ClassicLine and SlimLine versions can
either be drawn freely or moved with a cord pull or operating rod. FreeLine
technology combines purist design with superior functionality. With conspicuously elegant aluminium rails on the wall, below the ceiling or front mounted,
this version creates visual accents in the room.
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GIVE YOUR SOUL
A BREAK
30

Everyday life is often hectic. All the more reason to enjoy those precious moments of
peace and quiet. Preferably in a relaxed atmosphere, of course. Create your haven of
peace with the help of high-quality panel tracks - even if you have large glazed areas.

indoors | panel tracks | classicline-slimline
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THE MAGIC IS IN THE DETAIL
We love what we do - and always have a
definite goal in mind - to bring our customers more joy. Greater quality of life and
comfort. And greater protection for the
things they value. To make their ideas of a
unique home or pleasant workplace a reality,
we strive for superior quality and handcrafted perfection. For us, this does not mean
mindlessly switching machines on. Quite the
opposite: for us, the magic is in the detail.
We fulfil the “Made in Germany” quality seal
out of the deepest conviction and consider it
to be an aspiration for high quality, durability
and harmony between form and function.
So that we can achieve this, we focus on
sophisticated privacy and sun protection
systems and hand-made unique pieces
which are as individual as our customers’
homes. We are enthusiastic about the little
subtleties which ultimately come together
in a perfect symbiosis. We think ahead and
outside of the box, making the good even
better - and turning home and work environments into something quite special.

PERFECT INTERACTION
The whole is more than the sum of its parts:
this also applies to the interaction of
know-how, passion and instinctive flair
which the KADECO family demonstrates
over and over again. Because behind every
privacy and sun protection system there
are creative minds with an excellent eye
for fabrics, colours and designs. We think
ahead in a refreshingly different way, we
are idea generators and trendsetters,

32

problem solvers and the fulfillers of dreams.
Thanks to our attention to detail, our
dedication and passion, we create unique,
made-to-measure pieces which make our
customers happy. The individual work steps
literally go hand in hand along the way: from
technical development and visual design to
manufacture. What makes us especially
proud in this context are the many employees who have been loyal to us for decades
– and are therefore an integral part of the
KADECO family.

STRONG REGIONAL ROOTS
As an owner-managed family business, we
feel a particularly strong link to our home
region of East Westphalia. This is reflected
in trusting and long-term business relations
and friendships, but also in our social
engagement. To support coexistence
amongst people in the area, we consider it
our duty to get involved locally and offer our
support where it can be effective. We work
with sheltered workshops in the region, for
example, offering the best possible inclusion
and integrating people into working life. We
also show our faces at local clubs, schools,
nurseries and cultural events in order to
protect what everyone values: the community. When it comes to social responsibility,
subjects like sustainability, climate and
environmental protection also play a crucial
role, of course. Because the future of our
blue planet is particularly dear to us, we are
dedicated to an alternative to the throwaway
society. This includes environmentally

“WE MAKE
THE GOOD
BETTER.
AND IT
LASTS
LONGER
TOO!”
WE LOVE SUSTAINABILITY
friendly production just as much as the
use of renewable energy sources, This is
demonstrated, for example, in the textiles
we use, which meet the most stringent
requirements for low-pollutant quality.
We are one of the first companies in the
industry to start using recycled fabrics in
our Level Green collection, which stands
for the careful and sustainable use of
materials and resources. The production of
our Nola wooden Venetian blind range is a
lso environmentally friendly: as verified by
the world-renowned FSC® certificate, we
have opted for the responsible handling of
forest resources. This means we are making
a contribution to managing forests and
plantations for a healthy future, maintaining
biological diversity. And that is not all:

we also bring the notion of sustainability
to life by using green electricity. The same
applies to our new powder coating facility
where we recycle the wastewater directly on
site. For the environment - and for the future
of our planet.
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Felt Venetian blinds

IN PEACE LIES
STRENGTH
Try a bit of cosines, peace and cosiness...! Perhaps you are already familiar with
the Danish route to happiness? Hygge represents a quite special attitude to life –
and allows dreams to come true. Coordinate our high-quality designer felt
Venetian blinds in four wonderful colours to suit your home and find a bit of
Hygge for yourself. The easy-care material also improves room acoustics and
pleasantly reduces the noises around you thanks to its composition.
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Made
for you
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Aluminium Venetian blinds

THE
PERFECT
VIEW
The first warming rays of sunshine
in the morning. The evening sun as
it bids farewell below the horizon. To
adjust the amount of light entering
the room to suit your preferences,
you can easily raise or lower the
high-quality slats using the convenient chain pull. If you want more
colour in your life, choose our Living
Stripes which give you almost
inexhaustible design options thanks
to a selection of over 130 colours.
The magic touch is the FlicFlac
technology which allows you to
move the slats into the required
position easily with a slider – lending
a unique atmosphere to your room.
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Vertical blinds

YOUR
IMPRESSIVE
LIGHT EFFECTS
Regardless of whether vertical or horizontal, linear or curved: with highly flexible vertical blinds from KADECO you can enjoy the positive effects of daylight –
without having to forego your privacy. Use them to create the ideal atmosphere
for focusing on your work in the office, home office or enjoying time at home.

40
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Using a computer-aided bending process, the guide rails are
matched to the radius of the
structural conditions so they fit
with millimetre accuracy to the
unusual architecture as vertically
or horizontally curved vertical
blinds. The system can be
raised and lowered easily and
angled flexibly by chain and
cord operation or with an
electric version.

ALL-ROUND
SUCCESS!
42

Whether in bay windows, gables, under archways or in front
of semi-circular or round, vaulted windows: show off your
artistic side - and create your own personal feel-good place
from over 250 different fabrics and colours.

indoors | vertical blinds
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WE LOVE
WHAT WE DO

Our driving forces are the heart and soul
and the passion that we pour into our
products and developments. We love our
work and put this claim into practice right
down to every tiny detail. The sense for
trends is buried deep within our corporate
DNA just like the enthusiasm for beautiful
design and innovative technology. This is
how we come up with bespoke products and more enjoyment in your life. The
lovingly curated collections are based on
the creativity of our skilled textile designers.
With our own design ideas and inspired
by trends, we develop exclusive fabric
designs and patterns in stylish KADECO
creative designs.

We curate fascinating themes for every type
of interior design style with a rich and stylish
selection in our collections.

WE

aesthetic embellishments with functional
and user-friendly technology – that is what
we are synonymous with. It is precisely this
unbeatable combination that ensures
perfect and individual privacy, glare and
sun protection that makes us incomparable.

FRESH FROM OUR STUDIO:
YOUR DESIGNS

Good design attracts attention. It stirs up
emotions, touches you and moves you.
Our attention to detail in terms of quality
and design makes the difference.
This is why we leave nothing to chance in
the design department and often grab a
paintbrush or pencil ourselves so that new
patterns meet your and our aesthetic
expectations We place a lot of value on our

DESIGN

We love design and put this motto into
practice every day in every tiny little decision. And pursue our extraordinary KADECO
design spirit. This passion is also reflected in
the tiny details such as the development of
filigree designer motifs or the composition
of colour nuances. For us, design always
goes hand in hand with product development. Because combining beautiful and

“BEAUTIFUL DESIGN IDEAS
FOR YOUR HOME.”

own ideas so that we can always have our
finger on the pulse and stay on trend, seize
on pioneering developments and drive
them forward. For this incomparable spirit,
we seek inspiration from lifestyle trends,
strong research, attentive observations in
interiors and exteriors and future ways of
life. To do this we visit trade fairs and
exhibitions and take research trips, closely
monitoring developments in the fields of
lifestyle and living. This is how we succeed in
combining the best of innovation, function
and design to create a harmonious whole
and generate delight with a keen sense of
awareness of attitudes to life and moods.
We always keep the focus on your personal
style in all of this. We are passionate about
transforming your home and relaxation
zones into an attractive and protected
interior and exterior. Our products simply
encourage you to take more pleasure in
your own home.

Margaretha Runksmeier leads the creative team
and marketing and develops stylish collections
with them.

Margaretha Runksmeier, Creative Director
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Shutters

THAT HOLIDAY
FEELING AT
HOME
Summer, sun, sunshine: interior shutters exude Mediterranean flair and
bring that holiday feeling home. The elegant, genuine wooden interior
shutters combine meticulous craftsmanship with superior quality. Your
characterful privacy and sun protection is suitable for rectangular
windows and angles, triangles and arches alike.
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TIMELESS AND
STYLISH
No matter which of the 60 stains or solid
colours you select, shutters blend superbly
well into your décor – from Scandinavian
flair to a colonial style. Depending on which
style you chose – and whether you decide
on 47 mm, 63 mm or 89 mm wide slats.
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OUTDOORS
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Patio awnings

ENJOY
MORE TIME
OUTDOORS

Take a seat! Enjoy the beautiful summer’s day. Totally relaxed beside
your loved ones and perfectly protected from the sun. Even our entry
level model – the open patio awning - allows you to create a real
oasis of wellbeing. And an optional protective cover shields your
high-quality awning from the elements such as rain.
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Design awnings 110

OPEN FOLDINGARM AWNINGS
The quality is in the detail: with our design awning
110 you can linger serenely under a perfectly
finished solution made from high-quality aluminium.
A round projection profile cleverly picks out the
statement style of the system and is connected
with sturdy folding arms.

Which would you like? Your awning fabric either extends conveniently using a
motor drive or manually with the help of a crank. Regardless of which version
you choose, the elegant awning generously shades an area up to seven metres
wide and four metres projection.
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Cassette awning 360

ALWAYS PERFECTLY PROTECTED
Durability, longevity - and perfect protection: our cassette awning 360 sets quality
standards. Its unique aesthetic features a slimline, oval cassette with gleaming
high-quality aluminium sides. The brush seal minimises the ingress of dust, dirt,
leaves and insects so you can relax underneath your awning all year round. The
awning fabric can be extended using a smooth-running crank or via an app if you
like things to be exceptionally convenient. This means you can move your awning
to suit you - whenever you want to and regardless of where you are.
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Cassette awning 380

THE NEW
CENTREPIECE
OF YOUR
PATIO
58
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AESTHETICALLY BEAUTIFUL
Make an impact with our latest model, the cassette awning 380. It creates elegant
accents which fit in well with the modern cubist style of architecture. With a maximum size of 7 x 4 metres, this awning is excellent for shading large areas. It has
innovative LED folding arms which will show off your patio in a perfect light.
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If the low sun should still dazzle you despite the awning being extended, you
can lower an electric valance on the projection profile at the touch of a button.

outdoors | patio awnings | cassette awnings
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Conservatory awnings

AN OUTDOOR
FEELING ALL
YEAR ROUND

Enjoy the spring sunshine together, eating, laughing and relaxing
together. When the sunshine gains strength, conservatory awnings
from KADECO can block the radiation before it passes through the
glass. Create visual accents in your personal oasis of wellbeing using
the extensive choice of fabrics.
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Externally mounted awning 520

KEEPING A
COOL HEAD
Want to enjoy the sunshine – but still
keep a cool head? With the help of our
externally mounted awning 520, you
can protect your favourite place from
rays of sunshine and maintain a pleasant
temperature even in summer. Thanks to
maximum measurements of five metres
width and six metres projection, these
awnings are ideal for shading especially
large areas. The perfectly tensioned
fabric extends along sturdy aluminium
guide rails. Protection is provided by
the remote control with sun and wind
sensors which automatically extend and
retract the awning depending on the
strength of the sun and wind or if it rains
and you don’t happen to be at home.
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“THE SUBJECT OF SMART
HOMES IS HIGHLY TOPICAL
AND ESPECIALLY EXCITING.”
Gordon Bucksch

MAKING THE
GOOD BETTER

WE’RE INSPIRED
BY INNOVATION

KADECO is synonymous with unique
quality - and the perfect interaction
of design and functionality. For us, it is
both an aspiration and an obligation to
develop products which inspire as much
through their fabrics and designs as
through their technology and user-friendliness. In order to do justice to this holistic
approach, superior material quality and
perfect craftsmanship are particularly
close to our hearts. These high expectations set us apart - and pay dividends
for our customers too. Because we opt
for high-quality materials such as powdercoated aluminium and stainless steel right
down to the tiniest details, our products
prove to be especially durable. A decision
in favour of KADECO is therefore always
a decision in favour of extraordinary and
lasting quality. Our objective of a long
service life is proven among other things
by endurance tests, which demonstrate
the reliably long service life of our privacy
and sun protection systems.

Traditionally innovative: at KADECO, we
rethink things and think ahead - and bring
this philosophy to life day after day. This
innovative capacity also involves continuously
improving existing solutions to make them
as convenient and user-friendly as possible.
It is the functional components that play an
important role in this connection. Because
we pay special attention to the needs of our
customers at all stages of development, we
make it easier for them to install interior
privacy and sun protection systems using
adhesive kits without drills and screws, for
example. The aim is to continuously improve
existing, tried and tested products and
thereby simplify the everyday lives of
our customers. This customer-focussed
approach is also reflected in our automation
solutions which are impressively easy and
convenient to operate. A good example of
this is the MOTION range of motors from
KADECO, which can be combined with
numerous technical systems. This enables

customers to control their privacy and sun
protection by voice command and connect
devices with each other.

TURNING WISHES
INTO REALITY

More comfort. More user-friendliness.
More progress. As a driver of innovation,
we want to lead the way and show our
industry, but also customers, what is
feasible. For us, this means covering the
whole bandwidth and offering customers
from entry level to the premium segment
consistently high-quality and attractively
priced solutions. Thanks to this wealth of
different versions, we give customers a
wide scope for design - and the chance
to actually turn all their wishes into reality.

Gordon Bucksch leads technical product development at KADECO
and drives innovations in indoor and outdoor sun protection
forward with his team.
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Freestanding awnings

TIME TO EXPRESS
YOURSELF

68

Your garden is flourishing. The lawn is freshly mown. Your family is relaxing on the
patio. With a freestanding awning you can enjoy beautiful days to the full. With the
best view and perfectly protected from the sun.
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CONTEMPORARY
SUN PROTECTION
IN A CLASSIC STYLE
Top functionality, perfectly tensioned: The textile patio roof 615E radiates
elegance and allows you to enjoy wonderful moments outside. Thanks to
the huge selection of fabrics and exclusive colours and materials, you can
aptly express your own personal style.

The 615E makes it big on your summer terrace. Slender
supports and lateral guide rails ensure extremely high
stability up to six metres projection. Thanks to its high
wind stability, it is also suitable for cafés and restaurants.
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What could be better than meeting friends, eating, having a drink and spending
a few joyful hours outdoors? The exclusive pergola from KADECO offers perfect
protection from the sun and rain and is suitable for the home, restaurants, cafés and
beer gardens - and won't thwart your plans even when it is windy and rainy thanks
to the water-repellent fabric.

Pergolas 690

IT’S ALWAYS THE
OUTDOOR SEASON
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PROTECTION AGAINST THE
SUN, WIND AND WEATHER

Top quality. Top comfort. Top functionality. We combine our objectives to provide an optimally protected ambience inside an extremely stable structure in the Pergola 690. A high-quality
ZIP screen, which you can add to the front and sides of your pergola, allows you a perfect
view of the outside. It protects you from the wind and dazzling evening sun.

No matter whether it is fixed
to the wall or ceiling or is freestanding and simply fixed to
the foundation: you will be on
the safe side in any weather
conditions with this stable
pergola.
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CLEAR VIEW
OF THE OUTSIDE
FROM INSIDE

Drop-arm awnings 790
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It’s finally the end of the working day. You’re finally at home. It’s time to relax next
to your large glass façade. Our drop-arm awnings protect you perfectly from the
sun even on hot days - and ensure an indoor climate that will make you feel good.
You can extend your window awnings up to 135° so they protect you from the sun but
you still have an unobstructed view of the outside. As a practical and contemporary
shade for your patio you can also comfortably control your semi-cassette awning
210 via a smartphone or tablet.

outdoors | vertical awnings| drop-arm awnings
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Vertical awnings

TAKE SOME
TIME OUT
AT HOME
Create your personal retreat and take time for those things
big and small that make life so worth living. Make your life
simply more comfortable with our classic vertical awnings.
They keep harsh light and heat out – giving you the gift of
untroubled times within your own four walls. You have a
choice between the ZIP guide for exceptional wind stability and the discreet rope guide which exudes lightness.
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SOMFY:
THE MOTORISED SOLUTION
FOR GREATER COMFORT
Digitalisation is revolutionising the planet and the world of
awnings. Thanks to intelligent home technology from Somfy,
you can easily control your awning from your smartphone or
tablet – wherever you happen to be.

It can either be operated decentralised by hand-held
transmitter or from a central control system, which you can
equip with timer programmes or sun monitors. This means
you have perfect ease of use and top security - and even
save energy!
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Vertical awnings 836

UNOBSTRUCTED
VIEWS
Make your home into something quite special - and opt for the unique
technology of our ZIP vertical awnings with an exceptional view of the
outside. This is done by guiding the fabric along sturdy side profiles on
both sides using the zip principle, leaving no gaps. The optimum tautness of the fabric ensures that no
creases form and it is left unfazed
even by force 6 winds when extended. Because our vertical awnings
filter sunlight perfectly, they enable
you to have softly balanced daylight
in your rooms whilst maintaining a
view of the outside.
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SUN PROTECTION INSTEAD
OF AIR CONDITIONING

These ZIP awnings can also be
integrated into any building automation system such as KNX BUS so
that only those areas of the façade
that are exposed to direct sunlight
are shaded. In the best case scenario,
active cooling will no longer be
needed as a result of the combi
nation of shading and optimal use
of daylight.
At home, in your home office or at work: our ZIP vertical awnings give you a sense of
security - wherever you happen to be. These purist awnings enable seamless integration
into the façade and are suitable for shading especially large areas thanks to various
cassette sizes. This means the awnings can also protect the workplace optimally from
excessive sunlight, glare and heat.
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Scissor arm awnings 186

A HISTORICAL
TOUCH
86

Timeless, durable, sturdy and always something special: the scissor arm awning
186 by KADECO isn’t just eye-catching! Hardly any other awning is better suited
to historical façades or for shading large areas - for example restaurants.
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No matter whether for cafés, restaurants or bars: our impressive, made-to-measure
scissor arm awnings feature quality right down to the last detail, allowing guests to
spend hours in the fresh air with minimum fuss. On request, your classic awning can
of course also be supplied with a practical radio-controlled motor.
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OUR CURRENT RANGE OF COLOURS: 20 STANDARD PROFILE COLOURS
Legal Notice
Kadeco Sonnenschutzsysteme GmbH
Kadeco Markisen GmbH
Hindenburgring 14–16
32339 Espelkamp
Telephone +49 (0) 5772 91 04-0
Fax +49 (0) 5772 91 04-500
Email info@kadeco.de
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A personal choice of colours from the entire RAL chart can also be produced.The colours are
available in microstructure, gloss and matte finishes.
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